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riday: Hog on the Humber 2008
was another great weekend. After
much debate we listened to all your
comments and held our first 2 day rally for
this event. The weather was rather
strange and it didn’t know quite what to
do but the crowds that attended never let
it spoil anything and the party kicked off
on Friday night with a fantastic band THE
PENETRATORS. I have had so many
positive reports about this band from the
members last year that we played safe and
booked them again for this year. They
didn’t disappoint.
Pav did his usual brilliant stuff on the
decks and at cost as it was for charity.
Thanks mate once again for all your support.
Saturday: We tried something a little
different this year. Dave Farrand and I
decided to pre-position the road captains
at the necessary junctions ahead of the
main riding group. The feed back has
been an overwhelming success for this
practice and positive comments from the
lads in blue who assisted us on the day
were appreciated.
The crowds were fewer than in previous
years and this could have been down to
one of two things. The weather was
pretty dull and a little wet or we crossed
the bridge on Saturday for the first time
instead of the Sunday. We will move the
crossing back to Sunday next year and this
will encourage the local riders back as I
know a lot couldn’t attend due to work
commitments.
Those of us who had paid for the whole
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weekend were escorted back to Brantingham by the 2 police volunteers who used
their own time to assist us on the day and a
big thank you must go out to them, as
having a police presence really does help
us whilst we are trying to get 400 plus
bikes from A to B. Once there we were
treated to rally games by our to fun loving
ladies Alex Redfern and Niki Miller. The
wellie wanging was a little scary as I was
the target (I don’t remember signing up
for that one). The kids had fun in the sack
race and I enjoyed beating Alan Taylor in a
re-match of the slow race yet again. The
overall winner being Vicki. Well done
that’s one for the ladies. The evening
rocked to the sounds of Rolling Stones
sound a like band STICKY FINGERS who
got the party going and once again Pav
doing his thing.
Can I just say a big thank you to all the
helpers who came forward to lend a hand
that weekend. We couldn’t do it alone.
Dates for next years HOH 5-7 June 09
Rob Mitchelmore
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W

e received some very sad
and sudden news from
the Geordie Chapter
informing us of the sad

loss of

Tom Cooper, a long standing Geordie
Chapter member and friend too many
of us at Aire Valley.
Tom was killed on his bike earlier this
month. I would like to say a big thank
you to the Aire Valley members that
attended the funeral.
Keep the party rocking Tom R.I.P
HAMBURG HARLEY DAYS 2008

O

what a busy time we had.
What can I say about one of
the best events I have ever
attended in over 10 years I have been
going to Harley Davidson rallies? If
you ever wonder about this one just
do it. You won’t be disappointed.
We sailed Hull-Rotterdam along with
Les & Sharon Tyas and Chris Hicks &
Vicki. Again the weather didn’t start
off that great but heads down and
away we rode. As it’s only a day’s
ride from the ferry we could put up
with anything. Les was our leader as

he had the Glides CD sat nav fitted on
his bike. Good old fashioned map
reading, general sense of direction and
the latest technology got us there.
As soon as we hit the city limits
Sharon was very keen to start her
‘window shopping’ I really did not
think it would be for a tattoo, each to
their own.
We enjoyed the city of Hamburg and
all it has to offer. It’s a vibrant lively
city that never sleeps. There were
70,000 visitors and 11,000 bikes rode
in the parade. We visited places like
the Reeperbahn and the beautiful
Rathaus (town hall). The weather was
beautiful in between showers and the
Saturday night was the ultimate trill as
we attended the Bruce Springsteen
concert (not Sharon) she hates him.
We have all come away from this
weekend buzzing and already talking
and making plans for next year.
MINEHEAD 2008

B

ike all packed and ready to go
again this time to ride south to
join in the 105th/25th HOG
Anniversary celebrations in Minehead.

I joined some 21 members of Aire
Valley at Woodall services and rode a
leisurely ride down, with thanks going
to Dave Farrand for leading us all the
way. Well done mate.
Once again we were well represented
with over 50 members from the chapter attending. Great fun was had by
some of us as we tried to win the
chapter games. We came 3rd overall.
A great effort from the lads and lasses
who took part. Dave the wall climbed
it in a very respectable 30 seconds.
Sorry don’t know his other name but
he will know who I mean. Once again
thanks to Alex for organising the
troops. We can only get better.
Watch out at the Riding rally as Alex
will be looking for volunteers.
Once again the weather played a part
and it rained on the parade. It is soul
destroying to organize an event and
the weather lets you down. We were
really lucky a lot of the entertainment
was under cover. We had a great
weekend, many thanks for all your
company, and special thanks go to
Jockey for flying the chapter flag.
If I haven’t mentioned you all please
forgive me. It must have been the
bang on the head from the wellie.
If there is anything you feel you can
bring to the club please share it with
us all.
The next thing I’m looking forward to
is our own ‘Ridings rally’
See you all there
Rob Mitchelmore
Director
Aire Valley UK

Aire Valley at Hamburg Rally
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event worked very well, and will be
adopted for future such events.

t’s been quite and eventful quarter
in since I last wrote in the AVT.
We’ve had several successful rideouts through some magnificent countryside, another very successful Hog
on the Humber, several rallies at
home and abroad, another visit for me
and three others to Riders Edge in
Wales for the Road Captain’s Course,
and lastly the Anniversary celebrations
in Minehead.

After riding the route and checking all
the junctions, the team repaired to the
cafe at the Bridge car park where
Brian Roche is pictured below. It is
rumoured he dropped his trousers to
keep the flies off the pies!

Road Captain’s Course

A

wet Sunday in May was the
selected date for Dave Terry,
Alex Redfearn, Andie Hannam and myself to attend Builth Wells
for the Road Captain’s course. After a
fairly wet drive to Wales the day of
the course turned out to be quite nice
and we managed an excellent ride
through the Welsh countryside as part
of the training course.
The group, along with two interlopers
from Wolverhampton and Newquay,
is pictured below at the top of Elint.

Ian McNeill, Editor

Hog on the Humber

O

ther have reported on the
Hog on the Humber event
which was a great success
and raised a significant sum for charity. The week prior to the main event
the Road Captains did a trial run of
the route to ensure that all went
smoothly on the day. Sadly this was
done in the pouring rain, but the Road
Captaining method worked out by
Dave Farrand and used on the main

Minehead

A

bout 20 bikes met up on 4th
July at Woodhall services to
travel down to Minehead.
The weather forecast was not great,
but the day started out pleasant
enough. We meandered through the
Warwickshire countryside to break
the journey, and eventually polled up
at the Rider of Bristol Harley dealership in the middle of the Friday evening rush-hour for what was billed as a
subsidised barbecue. Not great would

Road Captain’s Course at Riders Edge

(Continued on page 4)
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be my verdict, and not cheap, but lots
of fellow enthusiasts to talk to.
HRC Fazz took us through som every
nice countryside via Wells and Gastonbury, to arrive at the metropolis of
Minehead around 6.00 PM, just as the
rain started to fall. Butlins was a big
disappointment as a venue, but again
with lots of people to talk to friends to
drink with, most enjoyable.
On Saturday a group of us ventured
out in the rain to visit Lynmouth, via
the famous Porlock Hill - the steepest
main road hill in the UK at 1:4. Very
tricky with two-up on the bike and the
road more like a river washing mud
and stones down the highway.
Lynmouth is an interesting seaside
town, very quaint and with a rather
spectacular water-operated funicular
to take visitors from the promenade to
the hill top.

Steve, Nicki, Paul, Nicky, Brian, Sue & Laura on the promenade
What’s coming up?

I

n August there is our own Ridings
Rally to look forward to - details
can be found in this issue of the
Aire Valley Times. On August 3rd I
will be leading a ride-out to the
Northern Dales - a spectacular route
up through Leyburn and Arkengarthdale to Tan Hill, then back over Buttertubs Pass to Hawes. I hope you can
make that one, and as it’s the first ride
out I have led since qualifying as a
road captain, I hope even more that I
don’t mess it up !
A Goldfinger Moment

The Funicular
Sunday was the return journey for
me. 270 miles through some horrendous weather en-route. One of our
members had the good sense to break
down in Bridgewater and get the RAC
to bring him back home in a warm dry
cab!

Just before this
AVT went to press
I spent 10 days
riding in Europe
with a small group
of friends. Our
plan was to take in
some of the more
spectacular routes
over the Swiss and
Italian Alps, and in
this we were not
disappointed. The
picture on the right
was taken at the

top of the Grimsel pass in Switzerland
- you know, the one where James
Bond nearly got shot by Tracey Masterton who was shooting at Goldfinger!
A Final Thought
Take care wherever you are riding.
It’s a dangerous world out there on
our roads, but the pleasure and satisfaction we all get from riding our
bikes is hard to beat.
Ian McNeill
Editor
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Hello everyone,
I can guess at the news that you are all
waiting to hear but I’m afraid we cannot as yet confirm the location of the
new shop but an announcement is
likely to be forthcoming in the next
couple of weeks. We had hoped to
announce at the meeting in August but
it looks like this may be put back a
short while.
As to the shop can I firstly thank all
the riders who turned out for the Hen
night. A great success and all the pillions thoroughly enjoyed the experience. They have offered to help us in
future with fund raising events as a
thank you.
Sue Ryder Care have also approached
us to assist with a fund raising event
‘Ride for Ryders’. I have passed the
information to Mick Pearce to organise a scheduled rideout to coincide
with this event. The proposal is to
take 12 pillions to Whitby. Each will
be sponsored to the tune of £250 also
to collect on arrival. They are sorting
all the advertising etc we only need to
provide the riders. Mick will have
further details at the next meeting as

Managing Director, John Cooke
unfortunately I will be away on my
hols from this Saturday for 2 weeks.
All new models have now been
launched for 2009. Only one new
addition to the range being a new
Vrod – the VRSCF Muscle, looks
good as well.

The Dyna Low Rider and Softail Deluxe are dropped for 2009. Tourers
have the biggest changes with all new
chassis, 180mm rear tyre and new
exhaust to help cut down the heat on
riders and pillions and ABS now standard and at less cost than the equivalent model in 2008. Other smaller
changes to Street Bobs and Heritages
all on our website, limited catalogues
available just now.
I will advise when we are having
launch weekend but it looks like it
will be the week of 5/9/08. Details of
any preview VIP night will be announced in due course.
That’s all for now.
John Cooke
Leeds Harley Davidson

VROD Muscle
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hursday 5th June: We set off at 15:30 hrs from
home and arrived at the ferry terminal about
16:45. Going through the passport control in Hull
we were pulled out of the queue for a security check. The
officials wanted to put our bag, cabled tied to the lid of our
top box, through the scanner but after we explained that
we didn’t have anything to make it secure again, they were
happy with looking at another bag that we could lift out.
The officials appeared quite bored with the exercise and
what they expected us to take out of the UK I really can’t
imagine. All we had in that bag was our faithful kettle, tea,
coffee and first aid kit. After that we boarded and settled in
the coffee lounge where we ate the picnic we had brought
with us; Cornish pasties, sausage rolls and a smoked sausage
– to get into the spirit of things. Later we retired to the
cabin and had another smooth crossing to Europort.
Friday 6th June: On the road for 08:00 hrs and set off
towards Germany. Lots of traffic around Rotterdam where
we met a very kind motorway biker policeman who pulled
us over to give us a caution. He did not like Dave weaving
through the traffic jam and crossing white lines. We wondered who this biker was giving us looks when he came up
along side us, then Dave saw his gun and he switched on his
‘Police’ sign on his petrol tank. No wonder those other
bikers were waiting patiently in the line of cars. We
stopped for our first coffee break just over the German
border, in Goch. (Same as last year) then set off again on
the A3 stopping for lunch around Plettenburg before setting off again towards Munich. Around 17:30 we pulled off
the motorway and found a nice hotel in a town called
Schillingfürst, south of Nuremburg and spent the night
there. We’d done about 450 miles that day in perfect riding conditions.
Saturday 7th June: We set off at 09.05 and got back
onto the A9 to Saltsburg, then the A10 towards Villach
then turned off towards Spittal. We reached Obervellach
at 16.30 and registered at the Tourist Information office
where we got our meal tickets, national parks entry card,
programme for the week and our polo shirts. Some of our
friends from last year, Henny and John from Holland were
already in the main street and after our hellos we went to
the Kirchenwirt to freshen up. The rally started by everyone assembling in the Spar car park where we met friends
from last year and new people, before we rode up the main
street to be welcomed by the local band in full national
dress and locals who had turned out to see us and our bikes.
We had dinner in the Hotel Pacher where we watched a
slide show of previous rallies and our current arrivals in the
town as well as detailed information on riding in groups.
As we were the only British people on the rally, we had a
‘one to one’ instruction lesson from Jock, the rally organiser.

Sunday 8th June: We assembled at 09:00 in the Spar car
park and received our quiz sheet for the morning ride. This
was a sort of treasure hunt where we had to answer various
questions about things to be seen on the way. This was a
bit difficult for us not speaking German but when we
stopped for coffee at the Torture Museum in Seeboden, we
exchanged answers with fellow riders. After that we
headed for the Malta National Park for lunch overlooking
the huge dam high up in the mountains. At the evening
meal, in the Kirchenwirt, we were given the answers to the
quiz and information about the next days ride.
Monday 9th June: Met at 08.30 and set off for the Villacher Alpenstrasse, a mountain pass behind Villach. After as
couple of miles Dave realised that he’d left our passports
and more importantly money, in our room so we doubled
back, then caught them up again up the mountain. It was
then when we lost our Yorkshire Rose flag – never to be
seen again – perhaps it will take root somewhere on the
A104! Our mid morning stop was at a castle in Baumgartenhof, overlooking Faakersea. This is a popular location
during the European Bike week, then we had lunch nearby
before returning to Obervellach via the lakeside road. We
had dinner at the Swimming pool café then some of us set
off for the Tennis Club to watch the Holland v Italy match
on a big screen, resulting in a 3:0 victory for Holland. This
delighted our Dutch friends very much and we joined in
their celebrations, complete with the Dutch flag painted on
each cheek.
Tuesday 10 June: Early start at 08:00 hrs and set off for
a spectacular ride through the mountains to Italy – much to
the delight of the Dutch contingency who were still
euphoric from the night before. Jock had arranged for us
(Continued on page 7)
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to visit a ham smoking factory were we were given an informative tour (in German) of what happened to the ham.
Quite appropriate for a HOG event! We then had a tasting
session washed down with bottles of wine. Moving on to
the Restaurant Morgenleitn in Sauris di Satto for a spaghetti
lunch before going back to Obervellach through the magnificent mountain roads. Dinner that night was at the
campsite, which was across the fast and furious river, flowing between the campsite and the town.
Wednesday 11th June: A re-scheduled day up Grossglockner (the highest mountain in Austria) due to poor
weather conditions given out for Friday. We went up to
the tunnel but as it was raining, the cloud was down, we
didn’t go any further. The mountain was still in the throws
of winter with a lot more snow than usual and as we had
been up to the top before and had seen the most spectacular
mountain scenery ever, we were not too disappointed. So
we had a snack at the Franz Joseph Höhe Kaffee house,
overlooking the largest glacier in Europe, before setting off
back to Obervellach. In the evening we were the guests of
the Berger Master, who was a young man who, I believe,
owned a sports bike of some description. However before
the speeches, it became apparent that one of our group was
missing. He had not returned from the rideout. Apparently Martien had stopped to take some photos in the village of Heillingblut, indicating he was OK to the group
when we set off but he failed to return to the Kirchenwirt.
Henny and John were very concerned and had been out
looking for him but to no avail. Eventually he turned up at
the reception and explained that on setting off for Obervellach, he keyed it into his sat nav and followed the instructions, ending up 70 miles in the opposite direction. Unbeknown to Martien (and to us) there are two Obervellachs in
Austria and he went to the wrong one. We kept a close
eye on him after that and made sure he was with us before
setting off anywhere and we didn’t let him forget it either!
Thursday 12 June: We should have been going grass
sledging on this day but due to the rain during the night, it
was cancelled as the brakes on the sledges did not work on
wet grass. However we still did the rideout, taking us up
the Nockalmstrasse that had 52 hair pin bends. We
stopped at the top for photos and asked a hiker to take a
group photo. Twenty minutes later and 20 cameras later,
we set off again. Dinner at the Hotel Pacher again. Afterwards we went back to the campsite with our Dutch friends
as Dave’s Garmin was playing up and Marcel offered to try
and charge it on his computer or van battery. They tried
but no luck. Dave had forgotten his Garmin charger but
we had a good alcoholic time around the campfire that the
campers made every night.

Friday 13th June: Our free day – no planned rides.
However we set off in the pouring rain to Spittal to look
for an electrical or bike shop in an attempt to buy another
charger – no luck. We came back and spent the afternoon
in the Kirchenwirt. However Dave did manage to get the
Garmin working to some extent, warming it up with my
hairdryer – who needs technology! And it slowly came
back to life over the next 2 days on our homeward journey.
The evening meal and closing ceremony was at the
Himmelbauer (translated means restaurant in the heavens
or something of that ilk.) The only access was via a railway
carriage pulled by a tractor, up a very steep and narrow
road to the top of a mountain behind Obervellach. We
were entertained by the same guy as last year and a good
time was had by all. Thank you speeches were made and
presentations of schnapps and a selection of bread in a
breadbasket (literally) were given to particular people for
their involvement in the rally.
Saturday 14th June: Set off at 08:05 and travelled 460
miles to our overnight stop in a village called Eppstein, off
the first exit after Frankfurt on the A3. We booked in at a
guesthouse, having the complete house to ourselves. I
think we were the first customers as everything was brand
new.
Sunday 15th June: The landlady came and made us
breakfast on Sunday morning and we were on the road
again at 09:15 hrs. The weather was fine until we ran into
a thunderstorm on the outskirts of Rotterdam, so we pulled
off the road and sheltered under the motorway bridge before setting off again for the Rotterdam dealership. Unfortunately the place was shut (I seem to remember Marcel
telling us this but had slept since then!) Anyway we took a
photo with our HOG Tales for the A-Z competition but as
the shop frontage did not include Rotterdam, will it count?
We boarded the ferry in Europort about 17:30 and had
another calm crossing to Hull.
Monday 16th June: On the road at 08:30 and arrived
home safe and sound about 09:30.
To sum up, it was another absolutely fantastic week and
next year’s rally has been set for the 6th – 13th June 2009.
My comments from last year remain the same. If you like
challenging roads, Christmas trees, log cabins, mountains
and excellent company, then this rally is for you. We
really enjoy this rally. We covered a lot of miles, ate a lot
of meat, drank a lot of beer and had a bloody good time.
We can recommend the Obervellach Touring Rally to anyone.
Margaret Sheard
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W

ell, what can I say, what can I write!! As
a new member on my first Harley rally
all I can say is I loved it!

My weekend started early on Friday 6th June; with a
drive up the M1 (in the last few months I have got to
know the M1 very well) to stop off at VRod Rob’s for
him to pick up his bike. Typical man couldn’t find his
leathers. Then it was over to South Cave and
Brantingham Park; what a great venue – good choice
to whoever selected it.
At the registration everyone was tagged, it was like
being down South with all the ASBOs.
Dot was in super organisation field marshal mode with
Rob as her subordinate (only joking).
It was great to meet a lot of people and put faces to
names I have heard a lot about and to meet up with
some friends I made in Dublin.
The evening continued with drinks (lots), great music
and laughter; a good time was had by all.
Saturday morning was a little overcast but this was
more than compensated for by the excitement and
enthusiasm of all the riders.
I even managed a spot of retail therapy and bought a
fabulous new pink (only colour for me!) Harley jacket
from Sandra Gaunt. Sandra being the kind hearted
generous lady she is promptly donated the money to
the raffle. The jacket fits perfectly and I love it.
Then it was time for the ride out to begin. What a

sight all those bikes ready to go. Rob explained some
of the finer points to me, - staggered formation, assembly points, road marshals etc, but being a blonde
bird I just nodded and smiled.
The ride out took us on a 50 mile route to the Humber Bridge, what a sight. I had a great time, the ride
out was fantastic and I am now an official Harley
biker.
Back to Brantingham Park for a stroll round the campsite, games and drinks in the sunshine. The weekend
culminated with another great evening in the club
house with lots more drinks, great music and dancing
(I even managed to get Rob on the dance floor!).
I am certain that there were some sore heads on Sunday morning, but for me it was an early start and another drive down the M1. I did over 500 miles that
weekend to attend my first rally and
all I can say it was definitely worth
it. My thanks to all who worked so
hard to make it the success it was.
Hope to see you all again at Wetherby in August, farewell for now.
Gail
(That Blonde bird
from down South)
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D

riving a motor vehicle is not easy and it
follows from time to time you may make
a mistake. If you fail to drive your motor
vehicle properly and cause damage or injury you
could be responsible for compensating the injured
party.
Most people cannot afford the cost of compensation
so Parliament has enacted a law to say that all drivers must be insured against damage caused to other
persons and vehicles as a minimum. This is known
as third party insurance which you must have if you
take your vehicle on a road or public place.
As you all know you contact an insurer and arrange
cover for you vehicle which can range from minimum third party cover, other policies will cover fire
and theft or be fully comprehensive with an appropriate variation in cost.
Having stressed the importance of having proper
insurance it is essential that you tell the insurance
company the truth in the proposal form especially
concerning your driving record and all the details of
to where the vehicle is kept, its use etc. During the
period of the policy it is up to you to tell the insurance company of any change of circumstances such
as points on you licence, change of job, any alterations to your vehicle etc which could affect their
liability (and in turn your premiums!). Failure to do
this means that although the company is obliged to
meet claims from third parties they can pursue you
to recover those losses. The golden rule then is to tell your
insurer of any changes even if you think it is not important.
One of the pitfalls which may result in you finding yourself
with no cover is when you change your vehicle. You must
notify the insurer and make sure it is on cover. The other
area which may cause people problems is where you drive a
vehicle not belonging to you. In general you should carefully check whether the policy will cover you for driving
other vehicles which do not belong to you. In nearly all
cases, you are only covered for damage to other vehicles if
an accident is your fault. If you drive your best friend’s
Harley and cause an accident in which the bike is written
off, you may have to pay for the replacement machine
yourself and that may be very expensive!
To avoid this problem you should ensure you are noted on
your friend’s (i.e. the owner’s) insurance policy as a named
driver. Do check this is a comprehensive insurance policy
and check your name is on the insurance document. My
advice is to ring the insurance company direct to check
exactly what is covered. Check and double check, if in any

doubt do not ride. Owners of vehicles should also be aware
it is an offence to permit an uninsured driver to drive their
vehicle which carries the same penalty as driving without
insurance.
It is a serious criminal offence to drive without insurance
which carries a high fine and 6 to 8 points on your licence
with the possibility of disqualification. If you are caught a
second time within three years you will collect enough
points to be disqualified under the totting up rule whereby
if you accumulate more than 12 points on your licence you
will almost certainly be off the road for 6 months or more.
The police in many areas have automatic number plate
reading systems so they can check immediately whether or
not you are insured. An ordinary officer can at any time
check your number against the national database to see if
you are insured. If you are not covered he can confiscate
your vehicle on the spot which could prove problematic if you are a long way from home. You will have to pay
(Continued on page 10)
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to recover the vehicle and produce insurance otherwise the
vehicle is crushed!
Not having insurance may have even more serious consequences for you if you are involved in an accident. An injured party may sue you in the Civil Court and you could
be held responsible for paying a large sum of compensation
which could result in you losing your Harley!
I now turn to the other side of insurance, namely making a
claim. The basic objective of the law is to put you in the
same financial position as if the incident had not happened,
not to punish the other side.
If an accident has occurred which is your fault and you have
suffered loss you may, if you have a comprehensive policy,
be able to claim for your own losses but you can only claim
for items covered under the policy. You will not be able to
claim for injury, time off work, damage to clothing etc
unless you have specific policy cover so it is well worth
noting for what you are covered, for example damage to
motorcycle clothing, even if you have to pay more.
If you damage your vehicle the insurance company will pay
for the repair but if the cost of the repair is worth more
than the vehicle, or the vehicle is not repairable, or if the
vehicle is stolen, then you will only get the market value,
unless you have an agreed value. It is noteworthy that
Harley Davidson policies include cover for clothing and
agreed value written into them.
I will now turn to the situation where you are involved in
an accident which is not your fault. If you are involved in
such an accident the first thing to do is to get details of the
other driver and try and find any witnesses. If you have a
camera phone take photos of the scene and the other driver
if possible in case there is a dispute.
It is a legal requirement that if you are involved in an accident regardless of fault you must stop and remain on the
scene and give your name and address to anyone who requires it. If the accident involves injury you will need to
produce a certificate of insurance to that person also. If you
are not able to exchange details, or produce such insurance
on the spot you must report the accident to the Police as
soon as practicable and in any event within 24 hours. My
strong advice is that all accidents involving injury should be
reported to the police. The Police will prepare a report
which can assist with your claim against the driver at fault.
If you do have an accident which is not your fault, the claim
may be dealt with in two ways. If you have a comprehensive policy you may claim on your own policy for damage
to your vehicle. Many companies have a “Knock for
Knock” agreement whereby each company pay their own

damages for their own drivers rather than having many
actions against each other for claims.
What will not be covered under this knock for knock
agreement are your “uninsured losses” which will also include an excess on the policy.
In general you will be able to claim for:
1.

General damages – these cover any personal injury.
Case law sets out the value of every known type of
injury.

2.

Special damages – these are damages which relate
to your own personal circumstances such as loss of
wages, hire of alternative vehicle, taxis to hospital,
damage to your vehicle etc. MAKE SURE YOU
RETAIN ALL RELEVANT RECEIPTS where possible. You excess on a policy will come under this
head.

As mentioned, you will only get the written down value of
your vehicle if a total write off or cost of repairs. Your
damages will be reduced if you have contributed to the
accident for instance exceeding the speed limit, failing to
wear a helmet seat belt etc. This is known as contributory
negligence.
In the event of any claims I suggest that you consult a Solicitor experienced in this field. Some Solicitors will act for
you on a no win no fee basis; most insurance policies have
specific clauses written into them to cover legal advice.
The Solicitor will be able to advise you of the viability of
your claim and can also advise on the level of cover provided by any insurance policies you own. For example,
home insurance will sometimes cover legal advice so be
sure to check your policy schedule!
Finally if you are hit by an unknown driver or the other
driver who hit you is not insured you may be able to make
a claim against the Motor Insurers Bureau. Two interesting
examples of this were reported recently. In the first case a
youth playing “chicken ran across a busy main road in front
of a motorcyclist. The youth was killed and the biker came
off and was very seriously injured. The accident was wholly
caused by the youth who was not insured. The biker was
able to make a successful claim against the Motor Insurers
Bureau. In another case diesel was spilt on the road by an
unknown person and the biker came off and was seriously
injured, he again succeeded in a claim. If you are unfortunate enough to be such a victim I can only advise again this
is a complex matter which requires legal advice.
May you all ride carefully, ride safe, and so avoid pitfalls
and claims!
The Lone Wolf
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Steve and Jo lose their Virginity

T

his is not meant to put anyone off setting the
route for a rideout but just to give you an organiser’s perspective and hopefully motivate
others to help out with route planning. Remember No
Route, No Rideout.

One lovely summer’s day Jo and I were driving over
Saddleworth moor on the way to the Airport for our
Holiday, I just said “I would love to bring the Sunday
rideout over here, what with the fantastic views etc I
am sure the gang would appreciate it” and on we went
to the Airport. At the next meeting I spoke with Dave/
Faz whatever (HRC) and suggested the route; little did
I know what I was letting myself in for? “Right” he said
“fantastic we are always wanting members to join in
and help out with routes and planning” The writing was
slowly appearing on the wall, “what you need to do” he
continued “is” and he went on and on and on and on, I
thought there is more to this than just saying lets go
here or there we all turn up and off we go. Things to
consider are:
♦

Destination

♦

Route

♦

Mileage

♦

How long it will take

♦

Petrol Stops especially for Sportsters and Vrods

♦

Toilet stops

♦

Refreshments

♦

Road conditions

♦

Road works? Diversions

Other events on route that day that may impact on the
ride i.e. Cycle Race, Running Race Village Fete/Gala,
Parades, the list goes on!
In addition to all this I did not know I had to consider
everyone who going to go on the rideouts personal
wants as well, but this would have proved some what
difficult if not impossible because from one week to the
next you never know who will turn up and everyone
on the rideout seem to have different ideals. One size
does not fit all as I was to find out.
The route needs to be well planned in advance so Dave
(HRC) could give it the once-over and spot any poten-

Steve and Jo (ex-Virgins!)

tial hazards for his team of Road Captains on the day.
The only way to do this is to drive it and write down
the route as you go. I drove the route came home with
the aid of a map redid the route and drove it again, the
day before the rideout I drove it again to ensure that
there were no last minute diversions or any other such
developments on the planned route which could cause a
problem. At this point I might add my car does about
23 miles per gallon and driving the route 3 times cost
me personally about £50 in fuel (which I don’t have an
issue with)
The day arrives and nervously I ride down to the dealership for the start of my rideout; will I remember the
route, take any wrong turns, what will the other riders
think of my route, will they enjoy it or will I ruin their
day, how many will turn up? were just a few of the
thoughts running through my head.
The route was planned and timed driving my car not
exceeding speed limits (there’s a novelty) 1 hour to the
1st stop where people could refuel, use the loos and get
a coffee from the machine in the petrol station, should
keep everyone happy. 1st problem when at the front of
a rideout 10 mile an hour so people at the back can
keep up is not uncommon place, stopping to wait for
the group to regroup regular occurrence. By the 1st
stop we are already 40 minutes behind my planned timing, to make matters worse the toilets had been vandalised during the night and were out of order and nobody
bothered to go inside and find the coffee machine. 20
minutes later and we off again to find some toilets or so
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Steve and Jo (Cont’d)
would have been a much nicer ride than a boring
motorway and like I said it did take a little
longer than I thought.

(Continued from page 11)

I thought but oh no were going no where 1 of the crew
has gone and lost his keys at the petrol station, after
what seemed like an eternity sat on the bikes it comes
to light the keys are not lost but left at home, nothing
anyone can do so off we go.
Gazza leads us to the loos and as you would expect
from Gazza rules go out the window and the only
parking is double yellow but we take our chances and
peeing was done, I have never heard so much winging
about 20pence in all my life, what else can you do with
20pence except open a toilet door? By now we are
about 1 hour and 10 minutes behind schedule and still
with 1 hour at least to go. More slow riding, more
regrouping stops and further and further behind we
get. The plan was to arrive at Manchester Harley
Davidson at 12.30 to 1pm at the latest, it is now gone
2pm but we are almost there.
I had originally arranged with Don Bowie (local chapter entertainments officer) and Peter (local chapter
director) for a complimentary HOG Roast or Barbeque paid for by the local chapter but leading up to the
date the weather was pretty crap and if no one turned
due to rain it would have been a serious waste of
money so very kindly burgers, sausages, bacon or veggie food was provided along with a hot drink all free of
charge (thank you Manchester).
Let me tell how I felt, I felt like shit that’s how I felt
and why, I will tell you why, because of all the moaners.
♦

The ride was too long, I thought rideouts were
all about riding your bikes, well I got that
wrong, all some people want to do is drink tea
and chat - the biking bit is an inconvenience.

♦

I am Starving, well I am sorry it took a little
longer than I anticipated, but I did not notice
anyone starving to death, a little hungry maybe,
go to Africa if you want to see starving.

♦

Some of the roads were a bit difficult, well learn
to ride your bikes they were all recognised
roads.

♦

It took a long time to get here, we could have
come straight down the M62 and been there in
half an hour, sorry again I thought a scenic route

♦

We went too fast, we went too slow....

I could go on but I am not going to do, all I would say
is before you criticize anyone else in the future give it
go, get off your arses and organise a rideout route
yourself, then just maybe when you have done it and
seen first hand how much effort has to be put into it
you might just want to apologise to me and everyone
else who has organised a rideout in the past and who
you have had a moan at or even worse about behind
their backs.
Now I have got that off my chest, I would like to thank
all those of you who actually took the time to thank me
and Jo for planning the route which they had enjoyed
riding. I am pleased to say that that was the majority
and those thanks made it all worth while. I would like
to thank Jo for selling the raffle tickets again a thankless job and the arm signals I am told were amazing, so
Thank you Jo.
I titled this piece “Steve and Jo loose their virginity” so
if you were expecting an explicit piece of pornographic
literature, tough! But there was a reason for the title
and that is, the first time most people have sex it’s a
quick fumble in the dark, mistakes were made and it
did not make them feel good it made them feel more
like useless, and I might add that was my experience
too - oh come on it was for you all too.
Well this was the first time I planned a rideout; I fumbled my way through it, made mistakes and did not
feel good after it, but if it’s anything like sex I will be
back for more and the second time will be a whole lot
better and better and better and it will be great! So
come on get off your arses get a route planned, I
promise not to moan ever and remember no route
no rideout, what you going to do next Sunday?
Steve & Jo
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Brian’s Bit (Group Riding—Where is my Buddy?)

A

ny Group of people can be an
interesting, complex gathering of like minded people all
wanting to do their own individual
thing and there is always a set of characters that exist within the group.
I started my teaching career as a full
time engineering college lecturer back
in 1982 and I still teach groups today.
In the classroom environment you
always have the shop steward of the
group “when’s it time for tea?” – “Can
we go for lunch now?” You also get the
smart ass “this is all so simple” – “I
think I am in the wrong group”.
There is always one that will do the
lesson their own way and not work
with the rest of the group – some even
try and get ahead of the rest of the
group to try and prove a point. Some
in the group will struggle and flounder
along, but most will get there in the
end.
Riding with a group of motorcyclists is
no different. There will always be
same set of characters and comments
“too fast” – “too slow” – “too windy” –
“too long”, my own favourite is “I’m
starving”.
As in the classroom there are basic
rules set out in an attempt to control
the group, hence keeping the group
together and make the overall experience as pleasant as possible – you
never know you might even enjoy the
Ride out !
Please read up on the basics of group
riding – this is clearly set out by Dave
Farrand, our Head Road Captain. The
New members ride out for 2008 was
in my mind a brilliant exercise set up
by Dave, deliberately stretching all the
Road Captains and riders within the

group.
The basic principle is that a Road Captain marking a junction will not move
until the tail end Charlie (orange vest)
has turned up – there is no need for
you to speed up to try and close any
gaps, I have, in the past seen riders
going through red lights, overtaking
other riders and riding at break neck
speeds in an attempt to catch up, all a
complete waste of time because that
person marking that junction could be
there another ten minutes after you
have passed them – they are waiting
for the orange vest to turn up.
Dave’s new members ride out proved
this theory to be correct – large gaps
appeared, one group got stuck at a
railway crossing resulting in a ten minute gap, all not a problem.
Please apply a bit of common sense –
ride staggered when you can, if it goes
single file then open up the gap, giving
yourself more thinking and braking
time. If on the motorway ride staggered when possible but don’t get too
close.
The first non Road Captain in the
group sets up the stagger formation –
this rider should not move from left to
right, they must stay in a fixed position. The Road Captains will pass this
rider and slot into position as required.
The stagger is not set by the leading
Road Captain.
“Where is my buddy?” – “Who is my
buddy?”
Your buddy is the geezer on the bike
behind you – don’t leave that rider or
forget that they exist – watch in your
mirrors and also look out for the yellow vested Road Captains overtaking
you.

Don’t forget you are riding in a group;
you are no longer an individual.
Safe Riding
Brian Roche
Aire Valley Safety Officer
safety@avhog.co.uk
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HOG EUROPEAN RALLY 2008
LAKE GARDA - ITALY
ITINERARY

Date

Overnight location stop

19/9/08
20/9/08
21/9/08

Ferry Hull to Zeebrugge
Troyes
Annecy/Severer

22/9/08
23/9/08
24/9/08
25/9/08

Chamonix
Chamonix
Alessandria
Lake Garda

26/9/08
27/9/08
28/9/08
29/9/08
30/9/08
1/10/08
2/10/08
3/10/08

Lake Garda
Lake Garda
Lake Garda
Lake Garda
Innsbruck
Heidleburg
Aachen
Ferry Zeebrugge to Hull

Mileage to destination and
time
257.4 miles/4hrs 23 min
268.2 miles/4hrs 19 min
60.5 miles/1 hr 8 min
N/A
172.54 miles/3hrs 36 min
122.12 miles/2 hr 6 min
(approx)
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
173.97 miles/ 3hrs 2 min
266.8 miles/4hr 50min
188.6 miles/3hr 9 min
146.5 miles/ 2hr 41 min

Confirmed Hotel?
N/A
Hotel Argence 70E
Interhotel Beauregard
61.40E
Hotel 1’Arve 77E
Hotel 1’Arve 77E
Hotel Valenteno 70E
Confirmed booking
Camping San
Francessco.

Hotel Sonnenhof
Hotel Zum Baren 70E
IBIS 65E
N/A

Itinerary supplied by Steve Murgatroyd.
If anyone would like to join us they will be very welcome or if anyone doing there own route would like to
meet at any venue for a beer that would be great.
Any questions please call me on 07712 555442.
Steve
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Mrs Dave’s Diary to Minehead

riday 4th July: At the July
meeting Rob announced that a
group was riding down to
Minehead together, setting off at
10:00 from Woodall Services. Our
first intentions were to ride down with
Mally and Elaine but we both decided
to join the group. We set off in good
time from home and got there at 9:55
thanks to every traffic light being at
red. It took longer to get to the M1
than it did to get to Woodall Services
– 5 miles to the M1 and 30 to
Woodall!
There were about 20 bikes on the ride
down which was motorway most of
the way. However we pulled off
somewhere south of Birmingham and
stopped at a truck stop for lunch. We
then set off for the Bristol dealership
where they provided burgers and free
tea and coffee in their café and it gave
us time to look around their premises
– a large spacious showroom downstairs with a good selection of bikes
and as Riders is also the Ducati dealership, there was a large selection of
sports bikes. Upstairs, where the café
was located, there was a good selection of clothing and accessories. It was

then about an hour’s ride to Minehead
via Glastonbury country. About 10
miles outside Minehead we came to a
roundabout and were joined by lots of
other Chapters and it was a constant
flow and steady thunder all the way
into Butlins, where the event was being held. We found our way to our
accommodation where the block was
taken up by Aire Valley members.
The eating provision was somewhat
disappointing to say the least. Some
people had been waiting an hour for
their food after placing their orders so
we decided to look around then eat
later. We went to see the Billy Connelly tribute but didn’t stay long. He
looked like him and sounded like him
but that was all. We spent the rest of
the night in the Centre Stage until the
spectacular firework display – something to do with the USA/Harley connection and the 4th of July.
Checked the weather forecast for tomorrow: severe weather warning,
meaning gale force winds and torrential rain – nice!
Saturday 5th July: Got up and went
for breakfast and wandered up to the

traders market. Mally got a really
good deal from Biker’s Gearbox on
some panniers and they were very
helpful letting him borrow some dubbing so he could use them going
home. Then we went to register for
the Poker Run and the Chapter
Games. So before setting off we found
Rob and gave him all the paper work
and off we went all ready for the torrential storms, in our waterproofs. We were not disappointed as,
yes it did rain and yes it was very
windy but it did not stop us from enjoying the ride. The route was the
same as in 2003. We knew there was
at least one scary bend but had forgotten just how steep, narrow and windy
the roads were and when the cars in
front were travelling at 10 mph, it was
a rather interesting. Some of the roads
could equal some of the mountain
passes we had just ridden on in Austria.
Our Saturday night entertainment
found me, Mally and Elaine in the
Reds theatre with the Mods and Rockers Experience. Dave, who had gone
back to the flat after our evening meal,
(Continued on page 16)
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Mrs Dave’s Diary to Minehead
(Continued from page 15)

went looking for us and stopped to
watch the Peter Kay tribute. It was
packed out and very very good, he told
us. After that we went to the Centre
Stage to watch the Bruce Springstein
gig and as we aren’t that much Springstein fans, found him mediocre but
others thought he was quite good.
Another weather check for Sunday:
sunny and rain but better than Saturday.
Sunday 6th July: Woke up to more
rain. Had a leisurely breakfast then we
decided to have a go at the indoor
games. We were too late for the archery as our Chapter had already done it
but we had a go anyway and we passed
a good hour with the young lad in
charge who supported Leeds United
and found it a hard thing to do when
he lived in Manchester! We played a
couple of hopeless games of tenpin
bowling but we got some points for
entering and we got a team together
for the Pool challenge and some more
points.
By this time the rain had stopped so we
decided to go for a run to Lynmouth.
Unfortunately we got within a mile of
the town when the police had blocked
the road due to an accident on the very
steep incline to the sea front. They did
not have any choice really as the road
was so steep and there was not much
room to manoeuvre so no-one could
get through. Not to be defeatist, we
turned round and took a side road into
unknown territory, up more hills and
down 1 in 4 and 17% valleys, ending
up in Boevey’s café for afternoon tea
and respite from the rain before getting back to Minehead. Boevey’s café
was one of the stops in the Poker Run
where, yesterday, we had eyed some
of the food on offer but declined as we
had eaten at the stop before, but today
the home made soup and bread was
very inviting and too good to miss.

In the evening, Aire Valley members
met in the Irish Bar for a drink before
going to the Centre Stage to hear the
results of the Chapter Games. We
didn’t win, but we didn’t come last
either. We came 3rd out of 4 and all of
us who participated thought it was
good fun and it was an improvement
on our 1st attempt last year at
SofER. We enjoyed the Diana Ross
tribute but left Elvis in his leather period as we were not very impressed. However we did hear that he
improved as time went on.
Monday 7th July: Weather check Heavy showers. Had an early breakfast and set off with Mally, Elaine,
Brian and Sue, in the sun but complete
with waterproofs. We hadn’t planned
to, but stopped at the Bridgwater dealership for coffee before we headed for
the motorway and the rain. This is
also a Riders shop (same as Bristol) and
has a large showroom, café and an
upstairs level for clothes and accessories. They also have a sign in the
showroom stating they are the oldest
Chapter in the UK. The Ladies loo

was very ornate but only one and as
usual there was the proverbial
queue. Black clouds above and the
rain started. However we didn’t get
too wet as we were riding through the
showers and we stopped at Tamworth
services when the rain was particularly
bad. We got home about 4.00pm and
the rest probably about 15 minutes
later.
To sum up it was an enjoyable weekend. With Butlins you get what you
pay for. I did think that the food outlets could have been better with a larger variety of food and they should
have been prepared for the huge
crowds on the Friday night. The entertainment was all tribute bands. It
would have been good to have had the
real thing on one of the nights. Regardless of this, we enjoyed it and the
pin is quite good as well. Looking
forward to the 110th event!

Bristol Dealership

Margaret Sheard
(Mrs Dave)
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FOR TAKING YOUR BIKE ON THE

F ERRY

B Y T ONY B URNS

H

ere are a few tips if you are thinking of
taking your bike on a cross-channel
ferry for the first time. Car Ferries are
pretty crude, and are not generally equipped to
handle expensive motorcycles, but following this
advice may save you some heartache and anguish!
♦

The ferry will have tie-downs but it’s worth
taking some of your own. The ratchet type
are the best (available from DIY stores or
your local Harley Davidson dealer may have
some spares as new bikes delivered to the
dealership always come with tie-downs when
they are shipped from overseas).

♦

Leave the bike in first gear when securely
tied down.

♦

Take some heavy-duty elastic bands to hold
the front brake in the ON position.

♦

Make sure your bike is very securely tied
down as the ferry crew may not take it upon
themselves to add extra tie-downs. The
crew are not too particular about the bike’s
paintwork and many bikes have been
scratched in the past.

♦

Disarm the alarm/immobiliser before leaving the bike as otherwise you may end up
with a flat battery when you reach the
other side. It’s worth writing down the procedure for disarming and arming the immobiliser just in case you forget!

♦

When you leave your bike on the ferry’s car
deck you will not have access to it until you
reach the destination, so make sure you
take everything with you that you may need
during the journey, and make sure everything else is securely locked away.

Hopefully these few simple tips will help ensure
that the start if your European touring will go
smoothly.

Regards
Tony Burns
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P ICTURE G ALLERY

See www.avhog.co.uk for more pictures

Aire Valley Officers
HOG Chapter Number: 9695
Sponsoring dealer: Leeds Harley Davidson
Position

Name

Contact details (where appropriate)

Director

Rob Mitchelmore

director@avhog.co.uk

Assistant Director

Gary Grundy (Gazza)

a-d@avhog.co.uk

Treasurer

Mike Gaunt

treasurer@avhog.co.uk

Secretary

Sandra Gaunt

secretary@avhog.co.uk

Head Road Captain

Dave Farrand (Faz)

hrc@avhog.co.uk

Activities Officer

Mick Pierce

activities-officer@avhog.co.uk

AVT Editor

Ian McNeill (Mac)

editor@avhog.co.uk

Photographer

Eddie Clark (Bad Ed)

Photo-ed@avhog.co.uk

Photographer

Debbie Elliott

Photo-deb@avhog.co.uk

Membership Officers

Steve and Elaine Walker

membership@avhog.co.uk

Safety Officer

Brian Roche

safety@avhog.co.uk

Webmaster

John Elliott (Dr. John)

webmaster@avhog.co.uk

Ladies of Harley Rep

Alexandra Redfearn

loh@avhog.co.uk

Sponsoring Dealer

Brian Dod

Brian.D@leedsharley-davidson.co.uk
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Aire Valley HOG welcomes the following New
Members since the last edition of the AVT:Peter Ryder
Leeds
Andrew Bowles

Bradford

Karl Harrison

Bradford

John & Joanne Cunniffe

Bradford

Richard Farrier

Huddersfield

Steve King & Sandra

Lancs

Colin Parkinson

Bradford

Ian Moore

N Yorks

Chris Barrington

Halifax

18 N EW M EMBERS
Colin Sharp

Leeds

Wolf & Sharon Turner

Shipley

John & Jane Carr

Leeds

Vicky Cooper

Leeds

Paul Sparkes

Leeds

Total Membership

209 members
85 pillions

